ALL ABOUT MY FAVORITE SHARK

MY favorite shark is the________________________

MY shark's length is__________________________

MY shark's speed is___________________________

MY shark lives in______________________________

MY shark eats______________________________

FUN FACT ABOUT MY SHARK:
_________________________________________________________________________

DRAW YOUR SHARK
HOW MANY SHARKS ARE SWIMMING IN THE OCEAN?

Color and count the sharks by size. Write the number in the box below the appropriate size shark. Which size has the most sharks? Which size has the least sharks?
10 FUN SHARKY FACTS
shark week for kids

1. Sharks have been around for 4 million years, long before dinosaurs. A shark dinosaur was called a Megalodon.

2. There are over 400 kinds of sharks!

3. The shortest shark is about 7 inches and the longest is about 45 feet! The shortest shark is a Spined Pygmy. The Whale Shark is the longest. A Great White Shark is in-between. Most are the size of a human adult, 5-7 feet!

4. Sharks have rows and rows of teeth. When one falls out a new one comes forward. They can have more than 20,000 teeth in their lifetime!

5. The most harmless shark is the biggest shark, the whale shark.

6. Some sharks have babies called pups. Some sharks have eggs that are either laid or are hatched inside mom before they are born.

7. Sharks have a super nose and can smell their prey from far away. Two thirds of a shark's brain is dedicated to its sense of smell.

8. Sharks have no bones. They are made of cartilage.

9. Sharks have eyes on the sides of their heads allowing them to see in front and in back of them easily

10. Sharks are at the top of the ocean food chain.
DRAW A SHARK'S HABITAT
What else would you see in the ocean?